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NOTES FROM THE CHAIR

L

ast week I attended the funeral of William Wybar (known to most people as
Willie). Willie was a former chairman of the Scottish Goatkeepers Federation and
BGS Scottish representative. The church at Buchlyvie, Stirlingshire was full to hear 2
lady ministers deliver an excellent service in praise of Willie’s life. Condolences are
sent to Willie’s family. An obituary appears elsewhere in this journal.
Shane Jones has now received sufficient 2014 calendar sponsorship so on Shane’s behalf I would like to thank everyone who bought a month. It is hoped to have the calendars available to buy at the Dundee Conference next month. Jane will also have the
BGS sales table there with our range of merchandise.
At the most recent committee meeting, consideration was given to quotes received for
the upgrade of our web site. It was agreed that further information was needed on these
quotes before a decision could be reached on which one to accept. Graham Godfrey has
this in hand. It is important not to rush into accepting a quote which on the face of it
may seem fine, but ultimately does not provide us with what we want or need. Every
aspect of the web site, including the on-line shop, must work efficiently whilst being
user friendly. A decision was taken to buy the domain names
www.britishgoatsociety.co.uk and www.britishgoatsociety.com.
The BGS has had representation for several years at the annual Livestock Event held at
the NEC, Birmingham, however a decision has been taken not to attend next year due
to lesser interest in our stand this year than previous years.
The last few days have seen a return to high summer temperatures in my neck of the
woods, although evenings have a distinct nip in the air. A few of my kids have been in
season so thoughts are clearly turning to mating ………….. can it really be that time of
year already?
Agnes Aitken
Chair
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NEW MEMBERS

We would like to extend a warm welcome to new members who are:
Mrs & Mr R Cook, Buckinghamshire;
Mrs Gerardin, Dorset;
Mr Norval, London;
Mr & Mrs D Hatch, USA;
Mr D Ford, Derbyshire;
Mr & Mrs Clayton, Surrey;
Mrs Howell, Carmarthenshire;
Mrs Tilbury, Dumfries;
Mrs McRae, Devon;
SECRETARY’S NOTES
Dear Members,
It is getting to that time of year when you start arranging stud goats. Could you please
let the office know if a male is going on loan so that a note can be held on file. It saves
time in the long run when registrations come in.
Electronic service certificates can be produced and printed online using Grassroots in
the same way as registrations and transfers are logged. The service certificates can be
printed off and handed to the owner of the doe. Electronic service certificates are
downloaded and a note logged on the file of both goats. Owners of male goats at stud
will now receive an email saying that a registration of a kid by their sire has been applied for online and to contact the office if this is not correct.
Please note transfers need to be signed by the vendor not the purchaser. A new form is
available to download from the website which makes this clearer.
Fees for 2014 will appear in the next Monthly Journal. The top photo on page 178 in
August Monthly Journal was of Cath Luty not as stated.
On 27th October, four breed societies will be holding their AGM’s as usual in Warwickshire. The Anglo Nubian and British Toggenburg at Losonford Village Hall; the
Toggenburg and British Alpine at Rowington Village Hall. The halls are booked from
10 30am. Contact your breed society secretary for further details.
Best Wishes
Jane
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WILLIAM WYBAR
It is with great sadness that I have to inform you that William Wybar passed away
peacefully in the night on the 20th August 2013.
Willie took on his mother's herd of milking goats in the early seventies, and joined the
Scottish Goatkeepers Federation (SGF) in 1976. He registered his prefix, Endricvale in
1978, and registered goats to the prefix the same year. He was also elected onto the
SGF Committee that year and became Treasurer until 1984.
Willie kept mostly BS types, but had stopped breeding goats by the late eighties. However, his commitment to the goat keeping world didn't stop then, whilst still Treasurer,
he was elected Chairman of the SGF in 1981, a post he held until 1984. From 1993
until 1999, he was the BGS delegate for Scotland. Within the SGF, he was chairman
once again from 1995 to 2003.
Willie thoroughly enjoyed the social side of attending shows, and went to many shows,
including The Royal Highland every year. Several times a year he would steward goat
shows, including the annual SGF show. Willie was known for his joke telling, and certainly had the biggest repertoire of jokes of anyone I have ever met.
Whilst Willie was very much involved with goats, I think everyone would agree with
me when I say that his true love was in fact Shetland ponies. He joined the Shetland
Pony Society in 1973 and bought his first pony that same year, which started his Endrick stud. He bred and registered over 200 shetland ponies to his Endrick stud over 40
years. He was a founding member of the Central Scotland Shetland Pony Group, was
on their committee as Treasurer, and was eventually granted honorary life membership
status.
Willie's career was with the Bank of Scotland, but he will be most remembered for his
contribution to the local farming community. Not only did he have goats and Shetland
ponies, but an interest in dogs, poultry, jersey cows, highland cattle and even the occasional highland pony.
In latter years, Willie had suffered some ill health, but he didn't let it get him down, and
he managed to attend the SGF's 90th anniversary AGM in 2011.
Our condolences go to Willie's family, and all who knew him.
Beth Fairley & Lisa Sinclair
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BGS AUTUMN CONFERENCE
Hosted by the
SCOTTISH GOATKEEPERS
FEDERATION
On
SATURDAY 12TH OCTOBER 2013
At
Camperdown Wildlife Park, Dundee DD2 4TF
AGENDA
10.00am
10.30am
11.00am
11.45am
12.30pm
1.30pm
2.15pm
3.00pm

SGF AGM
Arrival Tea/coffee & Biscuits with music by Adrian & Margi Simper
Ian Gill, MRCVS
BGS Question time
Lunch, hot buffet followed by raffle draw
Cheryl Paul, STV reporter, pygmy goat keeper
Nick Canning, Nutritionist East Coast Viners
Tea/Coffee, Cake and depart

The cost for the day, including tea/coffee & lunch will be £12 per person.
Cheques made payable to the Scottish Goatkeepers Federation.
Please send by 23rd September to:
Lisa Sinclair, Millstane, Meikleour, Perth, PH2 6EH (enclose s.a.e. for confirmation).
Tel: 01250 884358, E-mail: lisa.sgf@tesco.net
Bookings will not be accepted without payment.
Camperdown Wildlife Park is situated off the A923 Cupar Angus Road, just off the
A9 Dundee Kingsway and is clearly signposted.
The Conference will be held in the Learning Room, which is just off the main reception (follow the signs for the café).
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FARM AFRICA

Paul Mounter with Best In Show Montrue Mtomaziwa at the 200th Border Union Show being presented with a special sash
from Farm Africa volunteer Anne Sears. The following goats are Montrue Perceive, Montrue Meru & Lyncol Bettina
Photo Mark Murdie
More details of Farm Africa on page 204

THE TACK ROOM
LIVESTOCK SHOWING AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Goat Show Coats, Made to measure in quality cotton drill.
Choice of colours.
Kid Coats, Polar fleece lined cotton drill.
Head collars,
8 colours, guaranteed fit.
Collars,
Quick release or buckle, 8 colours, various sizes.
Turn-out Coats,
Waterproof and warm. Ideal for angoras.
For details of colours, measurements etc. of these and other products please visit our
website or request a catalogue. Mail order service available, personal callers welcome by appointment.
THE TACK ROOM
Llugwy Farm
Llanbister Road
Powys LD1 5UT
Tel: 01547 550641 info@llugwy-farm.co.uk www.llugwy-farm.co.uk
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To celebrate our 60th Anniversary
The Welsh & Marches Goat Society
Is hosting the
BGS Welsh Autumn Conference
To be held on
2nd November 2013
At
St. Mary’s Priory Hall, Abergavenny
Registration 10am, start 10.30am
Confirmed speakers and topics :David Harwood MRCVS - Goat Health Topics
Nick Parr - Goats in South Africa
Margaret Hardman - Goats and Judging in Australia
Plus
BGS Question Time
Lunch
Celebratory 60th Anniversary Cake
Goat Produce Trade Stands
Raffle
Price: £15 per person to include lunch and morning and afternoon refreshments
Or £4 for the conference only (no lunch).
Please send bookings, accompanied by a cheque for the full amount by 14th October
to:
Mrs. Joan Stevens, Ty Isha Farm, Gilwern,
Nr. Abergavenny, Monmouthshire, NP7 0HF,
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BGS Herd Book Disc’s

S

ince the disc of scanned Herd Books from 1 to 135 was first issued, further Herd
Books have been published.

If members who hold the disc would like to send it to the Office with a remittance of
£5 to cover post and packaging, it will be returned, updated with Herd Books 136
and 137. It will also include corrections of errors and omissions found in the original
disc.
Send to
Jane Wilson
Gibshiel, Tarset, Hexham
Northumberland
NE48 1RR

FARM AFRICA & OTHER CHARITIES
Farm Africa is a UK-based charitable organization set up in 1985 that works with
farmers and forest communities in eastern Africa. The charity provides training to help
these groups grow more food, look after their livestock and make a living using their
natural resources sustainably. Farm Africa has offices in the United Kingdom, Kenya,
Tanzania and Ethiopia and works in the east African countries of Ethiopia, Kenya,
South Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda with small-scale farmers in very different habitats
http://www.farmafrica.org
Other charities working in Africa
KIDS FOR KIDS helps children the world has forgotten, children in Darfur, Sudan,
who live lives of inexcusable and unimaginable hardship.
http://www.kidsforkids.org.uk
JOY Goat Development Programme helps communities in Uganda to get milk by
breeding their own dairy goats. They also help them to develop a long-term strategy to
maintain and improve their goat breeds
http://www.joygoats.org.uk
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GOATS AT REST

Above: Tenacres “Three Little Maids” enjoying a rest Photo: Gillian Clough
Below: Tyegronen girls enjoying sunshine. Photo Maggie Franklin
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NORTHERN IRELAND GC AUTUMN

Top: Boghill Columbo Photo: Richard pemble
Bottom: Aughavey Antton Photo: Richard Pemble
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Northern Ireland GC Autumn & Cheshire Dairy

Above: Boghill Luke Photo: Richard Pemble
Below: Aphrodite Shamara BIS Cheshire Dairy Goat Show Photo Rachel Norman
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Swiss Trip
"After delivering AN male kids Hurstpier
Mostaza, Ivans Torres & Colemans
Clansman to Theresia Marbach-Jund at
Mauensee my husband Keith & I made
our way to Dallenwil in the Nidwalden
canton to meet the Odermatt family.
Hermann Odermatt is an Overseas BGS
Member. I had corresponded with him
previously but we'd never met. So this
was an ideal opportunity. Their farm was
in a beautiful location in a valley with
Lake Lucerne to the north and Engelberg
to the south looking up to Mt. Titlis.
Hermann gave us a guided tour of the
cheese factory. It was absolutely amazing
to see so many different varieties, many
of them prize winners. They use both
cow's milk & goat's milk. Afterwards we

were invited to lunch where we tasted a
few of the special cheeses selected by
Hermann. What a delight. We chatted
about British goats. Hermann has visited
the UK several times and knows quite a
few herds. He showed me a photo of the
Saanen male *Tambo Visp* who I once
showed for Virginia Crane at Glos M &
YS show getting BIS. Herman was
probably the first Swiss goatkeeper to
introduce the Anglo-Nubian. He has
been the guiding light for others who
now find this breed so useful for increasing butterfats & proteins for their cheese
making. It was such a treat to meet
Hermann & his wife Dora. Also their
son Patrick. A real family business.

Hermann Odermatt & his wife Dora on the left. Their son Patrick in the centre with his family.
Photo: Christine Ball
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Swiss Trip
*Individual Speciality Cheeses From
Switzerland*.
In the same way that many streams flow
down into the valleys and many cable
cars scale the mountains, so we want to
pamper cheese lovers everywhere with
our many speciality cheeses. In our family business in Dallenwil (in the Canton
of Nidwalden) we produce our distinctive speciality cheeses. Every day we are
inspired by our dynamic and geologically fascinating surroundings to deliver
our very best.
From the high mountains (the Buochserhorn at 1,850 metres above sea level) to
the valleys below, the local farmers supply us with goat's and cow's milk of the
very best quality. Following the cheese
traditions of Central Switzerland, which
have been in place for centuries, we
work closely with our responsible farming partners to ensure steady progress.
Familie Odermatt
We retraced our steps back to Stans and
continued along the motorway to Altdorf. A picturesque town with a superb
statue of William Tell. From there we
headed off up into the mountains and the
Klaussen Pass. One we had never been
over before. A popular route for cyclists
& motor bikers. 1948 metres at the summit. Due to the nearby motorway the
pass is mostly used by locals and enthusiasts. And is the home of the legendary
"Klaussen Run" a 21.5 km pre-war hill
climb. It still hosts a vintage car event

every 4 or 5 years. The views were superb but we were glad we managed to
tackle it in daylight. Light was fading as
we reached our destination. This was
Schwanden near Glarus. Home to Martin
& Trix Lehmann & their herd of Chamoisées (or Chamois). Beautiful rich bay
goats with black points. The polled ones
are known as Brienzer-Oberhasli & the
horned ones as Gemsfarbige Gebirgsziegen (if you can say it!)
The Americans love these goats but call
them all Oberhasli.
We stayed there for two glorious days
exploring the mountains and soaking up
the atmosphere. We watched Martin
milking at dawn then walking his herd to
fresh pasture (barefoot by the way!) He
also does a lot of mountain walking &
has sheep on the high pastures. And he is
an accomplished musician (guitar, banjo
& mouth organ). Again I had corresponded with him for a long time but
never met him. So a great delight to finally pay him & Trix a visit and see their
lovely goats. And sample the wonderful
goat cheese that Trix makes & sells locally.
From there it was a long run home on
busy autobahns. We always hate leaving
the mountains behind but hopefully we'll
return again in due course. And we wish
the best of luck to the lovely British AN
boys we delivered on this trip.
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BGS MERCHANDISE
Badge price (including P&P)
£3.95 each
Poster (A2 420mm x 594 mm)
£7.50 including postage.
Tea towel price (including p&p)
£5.00 each (10
History of the BGS £7.00 including postage
Mugs £6 plus £2.50 p&p
Clothing comes with the BGS
logo embroidered as standard.
Contact the BGS Office for the
clothing order form .
Details for larger orders or for
Affiliated Societies, please contact the BGs Office.
For all orders, please make payment to The British Goat Society
and send payment to; The BGS,
Gibshiel, Tarset, Hexham, Northumberland NE48 1RR
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THE RAGWORT CONTROL ACT
The Ragwort control Act 2003 came into force on 20 th February 2004. Members
no doubt realize that ragwort is poisonous, potentially causing fatal liver damage,
if eaten, and is particularly dangerous if it is cut and dried, as in haymaking.
It was previously, and still is controlled by the Weeds Act 1959, together with four
other weeds. It is not illegal to have it growing on your land, but it is an offence to
allow the seeds to spread.
It is often the case that ragwort (or other injurious weeds) grow unchecked in surrounding areas, making our attempts to eradicate them somewhat futile. There are ways of
dealing with this situation. If the offending area is Privately Owned, the first step is to
ask the owner to clear the ragwort. If the ragwort is growing alongside motorways,
contact Highways Agency on 08457-504030, alongside railway land and embankments contact Network Rail on 08457-114141. If it is growing alongside minor roads,
contact the local Highways Authority.
If this fails , obtain and complete a Weeds Act complaint form (Weed 2 Rev7/03) from
the rural development Service Office and return it to them Tel 0117 9598622.



RAGWORT – THE FACTS

Senecio jacobaea (Common Ragwort) is a yellow-flowered weed which grows on almost any soil. It is
most often seen on motorways and bypass embankments and poorly managed pastures. It has spread to
affect most counties of England, Wales and Scotland



Is highly toxic to horses, cattle and sheep, causing progressive and irreversible liver damage. As little
as 2lbs fresh weight can cause fatal damage when eaten. By the time the symptoms show, there is no remedy
and the animal dies or must be humanely destroyed.



Symptoms may include weight loss; poor or staring coat; staggering gait; impaired vision followed by
circling, blindness, colliding with obstacles, lachrymation, severe abdominal pain, inability to swallow and,
finally collapse and death.



Chronic intoxication is indicated by the loss of the long hair from the mane and tail of horses or the
switch of cattle, dullness and lack of vitality, emaciation coupled with a depraved appetite and abnormalities
or sloughing of the hooves.



It is an injurious weed under the 1959 weeds Act. DEFRA and local authorities have the powers to
serve clearance notices. Some local authorities have bylaws to control ragwort.



It is prolific. It propagates by blown seed. A single plant may produce 150,000 seeds with 70% germination rate.




It is normally a biennial – Rosette in the 1st year, flowering in the 2nd year.

Is hard to eradicate. Seed can last 20 years in the soil before germinating, and any root left behind
when it is dug up, will re-grow.
It is relatively unattractive to most grazing animals in its green state. But when cut and wilted in hay or
topped pastures, it becomes highly palatable and may be inadvertently eaten in large amounts in hay and
conserved forage. It remains very toxic when cut and dried.

Norma Tye
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INITIAL TRAINING DAY FOR PYGMY GOAT JUDGES

I

have kept Pygmy goats for approx. 15
years and occasionally taken them to
shows over that time. Judges for my
Pygmy goats have never, to the best of
my knowledge, been recognised by the
Pygmy Goat Club (PGC), but instead are
usually dairy goat judges (sometimes
licensed by the BGS, sometimes not)
who are willing to ‘take on’ judging the
Pygmies because they are at a show anyway.
I was interested to learn through PGC
Notes (equivalent of BGS journal) that
an initial training day was to be held this
year for people interested in possibly
becoming a recognised judge, so I asked
Peter Mercer, Newcastle Emlyn, the
chair of the PGC Judges’ Panel if I could
be considered for a place on the course. I
was pleased when my request was successful – so I then had to plan my journey to Higher Wheelton, Chorley, Lancashire on Sunday 28 April. It was the day
following a BGS committee meeting in
London, so this entailed flying to/back
home from London then up at silly
o’clock on the Sunday morning to drive
to Chorley for a 10.30 am start. Unfortunately I got a little bit lost as I neared the
venue, but managed to make it there by
about 10.50 am which was disappointing
but considering I had driven approx. 5
hours to get there, to be less than half an
hour late I thought wasn’t the end of the
world.
I had been supplied with a ten point programme outline prior to the day, so had a
fairly good idea what to expect. By the
time I arrived, Pat (Peter’s wife) was

well into the section about Pygmy goat
anatomy, using several live models to
illustrate various points. The Breed
Standard was gone into in detail with
items covered ranging from size –
wither height males (at maturity, 30
months) minimum 17” / maximum 22”
and females (at maturity 24 months)
minimum 17” / maximum 21” – to the
length of cannon, minimum 3.5” / maximum 4.5”. The animal was broken down
into its various anatomy points, e.g.
head, neck, shoulders, heart girth, body
capacity, back, rump, legs, coat and colour then each component was discussed.
Goats were brought forward for the
trainees (myself + 4 others) to assess –
one of the exercises entailed judging a
class of 5 goats and marking how we
placed them on a flip chart. Trainees
were then encouraged to discuss our
placings and given guidance and feedback from Peter and Pat. We were given
milkers, goatlings, kids and males to
place. I found it very interesting to hear
other people’s views and although I didn’t always agree with them, I had no
hesitation in explaining my evaluation of
each goat. The use of ‘key words’ was
an important part of the course – these
words to be used in the feedback to exhibitors at shows. It is not acceptable to
merely say an animal is ‘not as good as
the one above’ - reasons for placings
need to be provided. Before a judge can
do this, they must have an in-depth
knowledge of the breed standard and be
aware that for Pygmy goats the animal
should give the appearance of being
hardy, genetically small, cobby and
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INITIAL TRAINING DAY FOR PYGMY GOAT JUDGES
compact with a head, neck and legs in
proportion to the body. The body should
be full barrelled with well sprung ribs,
well muscled with the circumference in
relation to height/weight proportionally
greater than other breeds. They need to
stand ‘square’ with a wide chest and
wide rear stance as the animal stands
naturally.
There are several faults which disqualify
Pygmy goats from being registered in
the Herd Book and also from entering
breed classes at shows: an over/under
shot jaw, any teat defect in either the
female or male, if a goat is polled (all
Pygmies are born horned), no Swiss type
markings, Roman nose, pendulous ears,
non-conformity to size, any evidence of
supernumerary teats being removed or in
the case of males, testicles being uneven
in size, not properly descended or less
than two.
A Pet Record category exists for Pygmies and animals registered in this section cannot be upgraded to Herd Book.
It is acceptable for Pet Record animals
to have mouth/teat/size faults and they
can be the product of non registered
parents. Separate Pet Record classes are
run at shows for these goats and when
judging they are judged to 3 criteria, i.e.
conformation, condition and temperament/behaviour. I have to say that some
of the Pygmy exhibitors I have seen at
shows (in fact some dairy goat exhibitors too) are rather neglectful when it
comes to learning their goats how to
walk out or stand square – it’s difficult
for a judge to evaluate an animal if it

doesn’t show itself properly. Basic
homework should to be done prior to
going to a show to tick the ‘behaviour’
box.
An important part of judging Pygmy
goats (as is the case with dairy goats) is
the writing up of the judge’s report following a show. Several show reports
were provided for us trainees to assess
and it quickly became clear the standard
required, also the difference between
well constructed and poorly constructed
reports.
The day ended with a discussion/
summing up session round the table,
when everyone chipped in their view/
thoughts. I thought it was a very well
structured day and so good to have live
animals to work with – it was particularly
interesting for me to compare these animals with my own.
I have been advised that the knowledge,
handling skills and oral feedback I demonstrated at the training day are of a standard which would allow me to move on
to the next stage of the process which
could lead to me being approved as a
recognised Pygmy goat judge. There are
no recognised Pygmy goat judges north
of Lincoln and the PGC is anxious to
recruit more judges from the north – I
guess I qualify on that score!
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BGS Committee Meeting

R

esume of the committee meeting held 31st July 2013

As BGS is no longer registered for VAT a reduction has been agreed to various
charges to members.
It was agreed to produce a calendar for 2014 but Shane is still short of contributions.
There was discussion of exhibitors from Northern Ireland attending shows on the
mainland. Northern Ireland is a CAE free country but, despite this, whole herd CAE
certificates are required to enter shows on the mainland in order to satisfy BGS rules.
The milk recording conference postponed due to bad weather will now take place in the
autumn.
BGS have a supply of smart binders for the Journal. These can be ordered from the
office for £4.00 plus packing and postage.
It is hoped to be able to provide some financial support for the Breed Shows. This will
be considered at the November committee meeting.
Ros Earthy
Classified Adverts
For Sale
§ 177/285 † Homeacres Harbinger BS043087D Born 16.04.2011
Winner of 4 CC's 4 BCC's
Sire: § 285/185 † Homeacres Hallmark BS042542D
Dam : R177 Homeacres Hollyberry BS041609D
Requiring more milking daughters for full championship
CAE tested and scrapie monitored.
Contact Sylvia Mearns Tel: 01224 790 160 (Aberdeen)
For Sale
Morlais Icecreamjoe
Daycroft Icecream's cream male kid born in January
Quiet to handle well grown and ready to serve the girls.
By Klimova Kriel x Daycrofts Icecream, he is Icecream’s last male kid as we sadly lost
her this year. Excellent pedigree from top quality show and milk recorded stock, registered BGS from CAE accredited herd. Please email for photos. £150
Contact: Garethe El Tawab, Tel: 01554 810064
Email: garethe.el.tawab@swansea.gov.uk (Carmarthen)
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Classified Adverts
Moonlin Herd
CAE accredited;
Scrapie Monitored; Milk Recorded
6 well grown goatlings for sale from
bloodlines with good milk figures 365
days and extended lactations.
Sire §185/193 Ashdene Milton out of
CH RM185 Ashdene Willow. Can be
mated to BS043065 Ashdene Marlow
(by Ashdene Mackenzie out of Ashdene
Minerva) before moving if wished.
Please contact for further details
lynbeaney@yahoo.co.uk (Sussex)

For Sale
Saanen Goatlings
BINARY MANDY, S.008229D, dob
10.04.2012
s. Timyon Minirohan S.008119D
d. Binary Roxie S.008093D, E. Mk,
226267/31

For Sale
Registered pedigree Toggenburg billy
goat at stud. CAE certificated born April
2011. £30 per cover plus £2 per nanny
for overnight stay. Contact Sharon on
01267 241243 or email sharonhowell943@btinternet.com. Can email photo
if required. (Carmarthen)

BINARY MAISIE, S.008241D, dob
21.05.2012
s. Timyon Minirohan S.008119D
d. Binary Ruby S.008095D, E.Mk,
226267/33

For Sale
AN Male Kid † Earls Fantastic
AN034727D
Sire: † Earls Enoch AN034190D
Dam: Earls Cara Q*5 (subject to BGS
confirmation) CAE negative herd tested
Contact Rosemary Earl
Tel: 01673 828 857 (Lincolnshire)

BINARY MARY S.008230D,
dob11.04.2012
s. Timyon Minirohan, S.008119D
d. Binary Roxie S.008093D, E.Mk,
226267/32

Saanen Kids
BINARY EMMA S.008288D, do
18.03.13.
s. Naypauls Vangogh S.008035D
d. Binary Rosie S.008094D, E.Mk,
226267/34
BINARY EMILY S.008289D, do,
18.03.13.
s. Naypauls Vangogh S.008035D
d. Binary Rosie S.008094D, E.Mk,
226267/35
Contact: Mrs Christine Pert
Tel: 01603 279399 Church Lane Farm,
Church Lane, Hevingham, Norfolk.
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BRITISH GOAT SOCIETY YEAR BOOK 2014

W

e are now preparing and booking advertising and photographic space for the
2014 Year Book of the British Goat Society.

This is the premier and flag ship publication of the British Goat Society and is read by
well over a thousand goat keepers in the UK and also by a significant number of overseas goat breeders too.
We would like to invite you to book your space with us for the 2014 edition.
All Breed Champion stock should be featured in our Year Book
the cost is reasonable and it is a legacy.
Our rates are very reasonable for this quality A5 full colour publication:HALF PAGE ……. £35
FULL PAGE ……. £60
Please book your space NOW by emailing me at michael_ad@live.com
Or telephone 01483 825 836
You will then be invoiced for payment and copy is required by November.
Thank you for supporting us in these times, it is VERY much appreciated.
Please do not hesitate to contact me for any technical specifications.
I am also pleased to accept articles of interest for consideration for publication.
Contact the editor for details ASAP.
Michael Ackroyd
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